
Discover the Unknown in Jack Wolfskin’s 
Wanderlust Travel Collection
New apparel, footwear and equipment collection provides 
lightweight comfort in classic, adaptable styles  
IDSTEIN, Germany (May 2023) – Wanderlust conveys the insatiable desire to be on the move with a sense of freedom 
that is discovered on every unknown route. Jack Wolfskin’s new Wanderlust apparel, footwear and accessory  
collection for men and women, available this spring, embodies the traveler’s spirit with contemporary yet practical 
designs. 

The multi-functional travel collection is characterized by a timeless, nature-inspired look that is paired with premium 
quality fabrics and comfort-enhancing innovations. The soft, elegant designs include brrr° cooling technology  
that harnesses the effect of minerals to create a triple chill effect through cooling, actively transporting moisture and  
drying fast; and Microban® technology, a bluesign® approved odour capture solution that delivers long-lasting  
freshness and proves to be beneficial for traveling and for the environment. 

The lightweight, detail-oriented styles in the Wanderlust series feature superior ventilation options, provide high  
UV protection, and may be layered in a variety of ways. From head to toe, from clothing to backpacks, Jack Wolfskin  
abundantly employs recycled materials as well as natural fibres such as bamboo throughout the collection. 

 



02  Lightsome Wander Vest M 03  Atacama LS Shirt M 01  Lightsome Wander Jkt M 

05 Wanderthirst T M 06 Wanderthirst Zip Pants M 04  Wanderthirst 20 

Core warmth and weather protection made 
with recycled materials 

•Durable vest is versatile for hiking, camping 
and a variety of outdoor activities. 
•Windproof and breathable Texashield  
Ecosphere Pro shell fabric is made from 
recycled materials. 
•Texadri interior wicks moisture away from 
skin to the exterior for a fast-drying effect. 
•Chest pocket, four hand pockets and inner 
provide ample storage space for essentials. 
•Lightweight construction. 
•D-ring for clipping on accessories.
•Adjustable hem.

Material: Texashield Ecosphere Pro  
Papertouch Crinkle: 100% Polyamide  
(Recycled)
Weight: 330 g (Size M); RRP: £110,00

Performance t-shirt in a classic,  
clean design 

•Light and airy design.
•The fabric is made of recycled polyester 
and bamboo viscose. This combination of 
materials produces a fabric with a pleasant 
next-to-skin feel. Handy chest pocket with D 
ring adds style element. 

Material: Single Jersey: 70% Polyester  
(Recycled), 30% Viscose (Bamboo)
Weight: 245 g (Size M); RRP: £38,00

Ideal trousers for summer outdoor 
adventures 

•The convertible trousers have built-in UV 
protection and are ideal for leisurely  
countryside walks, hiking and camping trips. 
•The Texadri fabric wicks moisture away 
from the skin, so it can evaporate more 
rapidly. 
•And thanks to the stretch content, the  
trousers follow every move.
•When the day heats up, simply turn the  
trousers into knee-length shorts by  
unzipping the detachable legs. 
•2 hip pockets, back pocket, leg pocket.
•Adjustable Hem.

Material: Texadri Stretch Ripstop: 94%  
Polyamide, 6% Elastane
Weight: 290 g (Size 50); RRP: £110,00

Comfortable, robust softshell jacket with 
wind and weather protection

•Windproof, water repellent and breathable 
Texashield Pro fabric made from recycled 
content.
•Texadri interior wicks moisture away from 
skin to the exterior for a fast-drying effect. 
•Chest pocket, four hip pockets and one 
inner pocket provide ample storage space 
for essentials. 
•D-ring for clipping on accessories.
•Fixed hood with vision field adjustments.
•Adjustable hem
 
Material: Texashield Ecosphere Pro  
Papertouch Crinkle: 100% Polyamide  
(Recycled) 
Weight: 530 g (Size M); RRP: £130,00

Perfect pack for day hikes 

•Sustainably manufactured from recycled 
synthetic fabrics.
•The ventilated, full-contact back system, 
breathable materials and padded back make 
the pack comfortable to carry over long 
periods, while the adjustable straps ensure 
that it fits well.
•Padded internal 14-inch laptop  
compartment. 
•Two handy side pockets for quick access to 
water and essentials.
•Bungee cord system on the front of the 
pack can be used to carry a rain jacket.
•Bluesign® Product, PFC-free.
•20 litre capacity. 

Material: Cross Rip 70D: 100% Polyamide 
(Recycled)
Weight: 520 g Capacity: 20 l; RRP: £85,00

Fast-drying longsleeve shirt with UV  
protection

•Ideal for town or trail. 
•Functional shirt with roll-up sleeves in  
classic outdoor design and UV protection.
•Microban® technology captures odours and 
delivers long-lasting freshness.
•Integrated ventilation system. 
•Texadri interior wicks moisture away from 
skin to the exterior for a fast-drying effect. 
•Two chest pockets offer plenty of space for 
small items. 

Material: Texadri Ecosphere Ripstop 70D 
Anti Odour: 100% Polyamide (Recycled)
Weight: 240 g (Size M); RRP: £75,00



02  Light Wander Shirt W 03  Wanderthirst Shorts W 01  Light Wander Dress W  

05 Wanderthirst Tote 06 Dromoventure Athletic Low W 04  Road Trip Cap 

Stretchy, breathable outdoor shirt for travel 
and hiking 

•Ultra-lightweight design.
•Understated, timeless design with Roll Up 
Sleeves. 
•Microban® technology captures odours and 
delivers long-lasting freshness.
•brrr° cooling technology harnesses the 
effect of minerals to create a triple chill 
effect through cooling, actively transporting 
moisture and drying fast

Material: Fine Oxford Stretch: 100%  
Polyester
Weight: 130 g (Size S); RRP: £55,00

2-in-1 travel tote bag 

•It’s versatile, it’s practical and it gets the job 
done. The Wanderthirst Tote can be carried 
in your hand or like a backpack. The straps 
can be used as carry handles or shoulder 
straps. 
•In addition to the roomy main compartment, 
there are two pockets on the front and two 
on the sides. 
•The special padded inner pocket is desig-
ned to carry a laptop (up to 14”), and the 
padded base protects the contents from 
knocks. 
•Consists almost entirely of recycled  
material. 
•Bluesign® Product, PFC free. 
•20 litre capacity. 

Material: Cross Rip 70D RE: 100%  
Polyamide (Recycled)
Weight: 570 g; Capacity: 20 l; RRP: £80,00

Multi-functional footwear for travel and 
leisure with exceptional cushioning and 
traction

•Robust upper in synthetic and textile  
material.
•Adjustable speed lacing system makes it 
easy to put on and take off.
•Supple yet supportive cushioning for all-day 
wear while traveling. 
•EVA midsole.
•Hard wearing rubber outsole with good grip 
on city sidewalks and countryside paths.

Material: Synthetic & textile material
Weight: 570 g (Size 4); RRP: £100,00

Lightweight dress with cooling effect for 
travel and hiking

•Lightweight, stretchy, breathable  
outdoor dress.
•Provides superb next-to-skin comfort and 
reliable UV protection.
•Microban® technology captures odours and 
delivers long-lasting freshness.
•brrr° cooling technology harnesses the 
effect of minerals to create a triple chill 
effect through cooling, actively transporting 
moisture and drying fast.
•Integrated belt for a flattering and  
functional fit.
•Numerous pockets for storing essentials. 

Material: Fine Oxford Stretch: 100%  
Polyester
Weight: 245 g (Size S); RRP: £90,00

Perfect pack for day hikes 

•Super lightweight and packable design. 
•Supplex nylon fabric is fast wicking for 
comfort in hot conditions.  
•Airy mesh liner enhances moisture  
management. 
•Microban® technology captures odours and 
delivers long-lasting freshness.
•Backside adjustment for a comfortable and 
secure fit. 
•Visor shields eyes from sun. 
 
Material: Texadri Full Dull Nylon: 100%  
Polyamide
Weight: 40 g; RRP: £22,00

Multi-activity shorts in a stretchy, fast 
drying design

•Texadri fabric wicks moisture away from 
the skin to feel dry and comfortable. 
•The stretch properties ensure unrestricted 
freedom of movement. 
•Waistband with drawstring can be adjusted 
for the perfect fit.
•2 hip pockets. 

Material: Texadri Stretch Ripstop: 94%  
Polyamide, 6% Elastane
Weight: 130 g (Size 36); RRP: £55,00


